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Image: Chendo Pérez/Moment/Getty Images Invoke all actresses, would-be actresses and classic movie fans! Have you ever wondered what kind of stars you would have been if you were alive during the Golden Age of Hollywood? It's fun to daydream about whether the studio would have given you a
dramatic makeover, complete with fake eyelashes, barrel curls and scarlet lipstick. Would you have been offered as a healthy girl next door, or as an enticing vixen type, the kind that causes the hero's demise? Would you have been allowed to keep your own name, or would the marketing people have
made you change it to something classic and alliterative, like Genevieve Gordon? Most importantly, would you have gotten into great comedies like Born Yesterday or Bring Baby, or would you have starred in dramas like Citizen Kane or Mildred Pierce? In this quiz, we're going to diagnose what kind of
Old Hollywood starlet you would have been, by asking you to create a classic Hollywood movie starring persona. Towards the end of the quiz, our supercomputer will have figured out whether the studio would have marketed you as a smouldering wife of mysterious, daffy screwball comedy lead, navyfooted musical star or witty leading lady. Ready to travel back to the era of deep side parts and beauty points? Let's play! PERSONALITY Which Classic Actress' haircut should you rock? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which Classic '60s Movie Couple Are You and Your Significant Others? 5 Minute
Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Complete These Classic Movie Titles? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Little PERSONALITY Which classic actress is your spirit animal? 5 Minute Quiz 5 min TRIVIA can you call these classic movie stars of a screenshot? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Complete These Judy Garland
Lyrics? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Identify This Rock 'n' Roll Icons? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM Can you identify these classic Hollywood actresses? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Identify These Classic Hollywood Actors? 7 minute Quiz 7 min PERSONALITY if you were an
actor, what classic action movie would you have died in? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-tounderstand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always examine in the name of
fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play quizzes are free! Every week we send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking Login you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 old or over. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a Digital1 Company Digital
Trends can earn a commission if you purchase through links on our website. As many Nintendo fans have no doubt found out, Mario is set to receive a host of new games to mark 35 years since its initial creation. One of the most striking inclusions is Super Mario 3D All-Stars for the Nintendo Switch,
which is a collection of three classic titles - Super Mario 64, Super Mario Sunshine, and Super Mario Galaxy. While not ground-up remakes, each remaster is said to be optimized for the hybrid console, meaning higher resolutions, new screen ratios, and added Joy-Con support. Also included is an ingame music player that allows users to play 175 tracks from each game, even while their Switch console is turned off. Pre-Order Now What's even better the collection is out in just over two weeks on September 18. The downside is that it's the lack of time players have to secure a copy. To add to the
pressure, Nintendo announced that the title is a limited run until March 31, 2021. What it means is that the game is available both digitally and physically until then, but after that, its future is unknown. This undoubtedly puts a lot of pressure on Nintendo fans, especially physical game collectors looking to
secure a copy of the game for launch. Nintendo announced that the game will be up for pre-order from September 3. However, retailer information is rare and Nintendo's website simply says the information is coming soon. That doesn't mean some retailers haven't already put up their orders. Because of
the limited nature, people are often known to buy multiple copies and sell them at a higher rate once all inventory is depleted. As a result, the limited run ensured stock is in short supply, so getting that pre-order is essential for those who want a physical copy upon release. Fortunately, several outlets are
still adopting pre-orders and are expected to come upon release. Where to pre-order Super Mario 3D All-Stars for Nintendo Switch Amazon - $60 Best Buy - $60 GameStop - $60 Target - $60 Walmart - $60 Beyond the Super Mario 3D All-Stars announcement, a remaster of the Wii U version of Super
Mario World that is set to come up with a new extension titled Bowser's Fury The title is expected to arrive on February 12, 2021. A Game &amp; Watch: Super Mario Bros. edition is also expected later this year on November 13. The unique collector's item will come loaded with Super Mario Bros., Super
Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels, and a special version of Ball with a Mario makeover. In addition, an actual version of the classic racing game is set to arrive on October 16 called Mario Kart Home Circuit. The hybrid game comes packed with a physical kart, in which players can create their own tracks and
use the Switch to chase their own Custom courses can be created and using a built-in camera, the kart responds to a boost by speeding faster in the real world and even stopping when it is hit with an item. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose
what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details and availability of the products and offers in this post may be subject to change at any time. Make sure they're still in effect before making a purchase. Digital trends can earn commission on products purchased through our links, which
supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations Nintendo is definitely tapping into gamers' nostalgia with the launch on the NES Classic Edition mini game console, but if you're looking for something a little newer, the company's latest eShop trade has something for you, as well.
Although far from an essential game, Star Fox Zero is a solid homage to the N64 classic, with plenty of levels with identical sections and all the cheese one-liners you can handle. If you haven't picked it up yet, the eShop now has the Star Fox Zero: The BattleGround + training demo bundle. That includes
the excellent Star Fox Zero: The Battle begins animatedly short - which could likely become a recurring series - as well as the game's training level. Although not very long, it should give you an idea of what you like about the... unorthodox control scheme. If Slippy Toad is your favorite character (what's
wrong with you?), you'd be happy to know that a demo for Star Fox Guard is also available. Playing as Slippy and his uncle Grippy, the towering defense-inspired spinoff is available with all physical copies of Star Fox Zero, but buying it digitally will get you $5 of credit to use in the eShop. But if you have to
go quickly, there's only one option: Sonic the Hedgehog. To help celebrate the blue, chile-dog-eating, glove-wearing speedster's 25th birthday, a number of games are on sale this week. Sonic Lost World, Sonic Generations, Sonic the Hedgehog: Triple Trouble, and Sonic &amp; All-Stars Racing
Transformed are among the better titles available, but if you're a phasing sigh for punishment, the terrible Sonic Boom games have also received massive price cuts. With summer game drought in full effect, it should give Nintendo fans plenty of options. Let's just cross our fingers and hope that the next
true (not Boom) Sonic game can live up to fans' expectations. Recommendations from editors Your next Netflix bing addiction may come with a hefty dose of geeked-out nostalgia. That's because, as rumors have it, the streaming giant works with Nintendo on a live-action Legend of Zelda show. The asyet-unnamed show is in the early stages development, so details are rare. But Netflix Is Looking for Writers and Turning the Draft as 'Game 'Game Thrones' for a family audience, the Wall Street Journal reports. It's rare that Nintendo licenses its wildly popular franchises for third-party productions,
presumably after learning its lesson from the 1993's memorably awful adaptation on screen of its most popular franchise. But as Nintendo's fortunes in the console market dwindle and it's trying to figure out what its future might look like, the company is apparently willing to give television and films—or in
this case, a web-original series—another shot. In doing so, Nintendo hopes to capitalize on the success of fantasy dramas like Lord of the Rings and Game of Thrones—which like the Zelda games, have traditionally included swords and sorceries, notes the Journal—it's a tall order, considering the
massive budgets poured into that series. But there's no word yet on how much Netflix is willing to invest in a show that follows Link around Hyrule as he tries to save Princess Zelda.For Netflix, it's an extension of its already successful original programming initiative. With hits like Orange Is the New Black
and Emmy Award-winning House of Cards under its belt, Netflix clearly sees exclusive content as a key part of its future success, following in the footsteps of HBO before it (not coincidentally, just as HBO gears up to launch its own standalone streaming service). Whether The Legend of Zelda has broad

enough appeal to be a TV hit remains to be seen. But it's not the only example of Netflix trying to boost its own geek belief in an effort to win over viewers—a Netflix original adaptation of Marvel's Daredevil comic book franchise is also in the works and because of land on screens large and small
somewhere in 2016.As for the Zelda series, it's hard not to be at least a little excited if you have any amount of your youth cutting pixelated moblins and the uncovering of secret corridors. And while it will be virtually impossible to top the last (semi-)live action Nintendo TV show, I'm willing to give it a
chance. Chance.
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